
And finally . . .
Composi�ons CAN be
‘created’.

Here are three pics -
each one has been
‘extracted’ from
separate hand-held

shots taken at the
Sainsbury Centre
exhibi�on at UEA in
Norwich (Nov 2019).

The individual profiles
were ‘selected’ from
their original pictures, then enhanced

using
Affinity
so�ware.

These were
then
combined
with a
background
in Affinity
Photo to
create this
final image.

Composi�on
Everyone takes ‘photos’ these days –
some 1.2 trillion (yes trillion) of them
in 2018 alone.

But not all snaps are photographs.
Images has�ly taken on phones may
tell you what a place looks like, but a
photographer’s mission is to capture
how it feels.

Photographs
should tell, or
suggest
stories.

To record the
subject, to do
it jus�ce, calls
for no small
amount of
skill, not least,
mastering a camera’s technical
abili�es, post processing and not
least – COMPOSITION.

So – where to start?

Some thoughts -
Photo composi�on is a visual
language. Use it to record a scene/
event, tell a story, maybe ask ‘What
happens next?’ or ‘Where does this
lead?’

Poor composi�on can make a
fantas�c subject dull, but a well-set

scene can create a wonderful image
from the most ordinary of situa�ons.

Photo composi�on doesn't have to
be complicated. There are all sorts of
theories about the various ‘rules’ but
if you pay too much a�en�on to
strict formulae, your photos may lose
the spontaneity that can make them
unique.

In the real
world, you'll
probably be
working with a
wide range of
subjects and
scenes, and
this requires a
more open-
minded
approach.

What works for one photo won't
necessarily work for another.

The key thing is to understand how
all the decisions you make, can affect
the way a shot looks and how people
perceive your photos.

Technical know-how is very
important in photography, of course,
but to create great shots you need
visual knowledge too.

So here are 10 key things to look out
for…

www.highkellingvillagehall.weebly.com
/u3a-digital-photography.html

www.northnorfolku3a.org.uk

Contact Us . .
Joyce Gilbert is our Group Contact and
will welcome any ques�ons you may
have. If she doesn’t know, she certainly
knows someone who will!
joycegilbertuk@googlemail.com

20 Tips for Beginners . .
And much, much more - check out this
site for specific advice and tutorials:
www.photographylife.com/
photography-�ps-for-beginners

If you click on the ‘Learn’ tab at the
top, then ‘Beginner Photography’,
you’ll find all the basics of general
photography you could wish for -
there’s enough there to keep you busy
for as long as you want!

Enjoy . . .
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3. Horizontal or Ver�cal?

It's easy to get stuck in a rut and take
every picture with the camera held
horizontally.

Try turning it to
get a ver�cal
shot instead,
adjus�ng your
posi�on or the
zoom se�ng as
you experiment
with the new
style. You can
usually improve
on both horizontal and ver�cal shots by
cropping or adjus�ng the photo later.

4. Rule of Thirds
It's temp�ng to put your subject in the
centre of the frame. However, this
produce rather sta�c, boring pictures –
but not always!
One of the ways to counter this is to use

the ‘Rule
of
Thirds’.
Split the
image
into
thirds,

horizontally and ver�cally, and try to
place your subject on one of these
imaginary lines or intersec�ons. Whist

‘safe’, this can be an overrated
approach, though.

Try moving your
subject away
from the centre
and get a feel for
how it can be
balanced with
everything else in
the scene,
including any
areas of
contras�ng colour or light.

There are no hard and fast rules about
achieving this kind of visual balance,
but you'll quickly learn to rely on your
ins�ncts - trust that you'll know when
something just looks right.

QUESTIONS -
Do horizons need straightening?
Do the diagonals work?
Does it need rota�ng?
Does it have impact?
Is it balanced?
Do you like it?
Are you proud of it?

If you are happy with your answers
to all these ques�ons, then maybe
your work on ‘Composi�on’ is
complete!

Should you now consider moving
on to other ‘OFF Camera’
techniques with your chosen
so�ware?

Good luck!

10. Break the rules!
Photo composi�on is a visual language - you can use it to make your pictures pass
on a specific message. However, just as we some�mes use the wri�en word to
create a deliberate impact or effect, we can do the same with photos by breaking
with standard composi�on conven�ons.

Doing it by accident
doesn't count! It's
when you understand
the rules of
composi�on and then
break them on
purpose that things
start to get interes�ng.
It's o�en best to break
one rule at �me!

For every rule
suggested, somewhere
out there is a great
picture that proves you
can disregard it and
s�ll produce a fantas�c
image!

Remember – if you like your pic, that’s great.
If others like it too – that’s a REAL bonus!



5. Lead-in lines
A poorly composed photograph will
leave your viewers unsure about where

to look, and their
a�en�on might dri�
aimlessly around
the scene without
finding a clear focal
point.

However, you can
use lines to control

the way people's eyes move around the
picture.

Converging lines give a strong sense of
perspec�ve and
three-dimensional
depth, drawing you
into an image.
Curved lines can
lead you on a
journey around the
frame, leading you
towards the main
subject.

6. Use diagonals
Horizontal lines lend a sta�c, calm feel
to a picture, while ver�cal ones o�en

suggest
permanence
and stability.
To introduce
a feeling of
drama,
movement
or

uncertainty, look for diagonal lines
instead.

You may need
nothing more
than a shi� in
posi�on or
focal length
to get them -
wider angles

of view tend to introduce diagonal
lines because of the increased
perspec�ve.

7. Space to move into
Photographs can convey a strong
sense of movement. When we look
at pictures, we see what's happening

and tend to
look ahead -
this creates a
feeling of
imbalance or
unease if
your subject

has nowhere to move except out of
the frame.

You don't
just get this
effect with
moving
subjects,
either. For
example,
when you
look at a
portrait you
tend to
follow some-one's gaze, and they
need an area to look into. For both
types of shot, there should always be
a li�le more space ahead of the
subject than behind it.

8. Backgrounds
Don't just concentrate on your subject
- look at what's happening in the
background, too. This �es in with
‘simplifying the scene’ and ‘filling the
frame’. You can't usually exclude the
background completely, of course, but
you can control it.
It all depends on
whether the
background is part of
the story you're
trying to tell with the
photo.

You'll o�en find that
changing your
posi�on is enough to replace a
clu�ered background with one that
complements your subject nicely.. Or

you can use a
wide lens
aperture and a
longer focal
length to throw
the
background
out of focus.

9. Crea�ve with colours
Bright primary colours really a�ract
the eye, especially when they're
contrasted with a complementary

hue. But
there are
other ways of
crea�ng
colour
contrasts -
for example,

try including a bright splash of colour
against a monochroma�c background.

You don't need strong colour
contrasts either to create striking
pictures.

Scenes
consis�ng
almost
en�rely of
a single
hue can
be very
effec�ve.
And those
with a limited pale�e of harmonious
shades, such as so�ly lit landscapes,
o�en make great pictures.

The key is to be really selec�ve about
how you isolate and frame your
subjects to exclude unwanted colours.


